November 10, 1999

FEED INDUSTRY MEMORANDUM NO. 6-11

LABEL REVIEW

OBJECTIVE:

To set forth the policy the Service is to follow in providing the reports on label-markups required under 4 TAC §141.055 – Label Review.

POLICY:

1. The Service will review labels on a first come/first serve basis.

2. One detailed report or label mark-up listing changes, if any, to bring a label of a single product or one label of a series which constitutes a pet food family as defined by AAFCO into compliance discharges the Service’s responsibility under §141.055 of the Texas Commercial Feed Control Act (Law). The Service need not:
   (A) negotiate alternative label wording;
   (B) seek the advice of other state or federal agencies on behalf of the client;
   (C) consider at any time resubmitted labels which do not incorporate all Service corrections.

FOR THE OFFICE,

A. Konrad Eugster
Associate Vice Chancellor of Agriculture
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